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In the calculus of variations the assumption is made, in dealing with integrals

of the form

J= fF(x, y, as', y')dt,

that F ia a. continuous function of its four arguments. In the following pages

the properties of a minimizing curve,

(1) *-*(«),      y-*(<).

for the integral J will be investigated when the function F, in general continu-

ous, is allowed to have a finite discontinuity when the point ( x, y ) passes through

a given curve.

This case would arise in the treatment by calculus of variations of the physi-

cal phenomena which take place in a medium whose properties change abruptly.

For example, a ray of light follows such a path from one point, 1, to another,

2, that the time of passage is the shortest possible, f If we take the points 1, 2,

in the xy-plane and assume the medium to be such that the velocity of light

is given by a function I^(x, y) independent of z, then the path of the ray is a

plane curve of the form (1) which minimizes the integral

•A     K(x, y)

If abrupt changes in V occur, i. e., if refracting surfaces are present, the inte-

grand has discontinuities of the kind above mentioned.

The problem to be treated in the following pages may be stated as follows :

Among all curves which connect two given points 1 and 3 lying on opposite

sides of a fixed curve L, and which cross L but once, that one C is required

which minimizes the sum of the two integrals

J=fF(x, y, x, y')dt,

3 *»//(*. ?/' x',y')dt,

* Presented to the Society October 28, 1905.    Received for publication December 18, 1905.

f In some oases the time is a maximum, but in a sense different from the one ordinarily under-

stood in the cálenlas of variations.    See, e. g., Drude, Lehrbuch der Optik, p. 11.
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where the first integral is to be taken from the fixed point 1 to tlie curve L,

the second from L to the fixed point 3.

The intersection of the curve L with the solution C will be denoted by 2, the

intersection of I with any comparison curve by 2'.

Three of the necessary conditions which the curve Cl2 must satisfy in order

to minimize the integral are readily derivable from the known conditions in the

ordinary problem of the calculus of variations. In § 2 a fourth condition cor-

responding to the Jacobi condition will be derived, and it will be shown in § 3.

that the four conditions with the usual slight alterations are also sufficient.

§ 1.   The known necessary conditions.

All the curves considered are supposed to lie in a closed region R of the xy-

plane.    This region is divided by the curve L,

L :        x = a i u ),        y = b ( u )

into two closed regions which contain the points 1 and 3 respectively. The two

functions F and f in the integrals J and j will be assumed to have similar

properties over the entire region R .* These properties need be stated for only

one of them. In the region R the function F(x, y, x , y' ) is of class C"'f

for all values of x' and y' not both zero. F has also the usual homogeneity

property %

(2) F(x,y,tcx' ,Ky') = KF(x,y,x , y') (*>0),

or

(3) F-x'Fy + y'F,,

which makes the integral J independent of the particular parameter representa-

tion chosen for the curve (1). In order to avoid complication it will further be

assumed that the problem is a regular one, i. e., that the function

(4) F.-—.F..--}-,F,,=\,F,,

is everywhere different from zero.

The functions a, ( u ), b ( u ) defining the curve L are of class C '.

The P]uler equations which define the extremals for the integral J have the

form

(5) ^-4^-°'   ^-sk-0'
*In a physical problem F or / will usually be defined only on one side of L. In order to

satisfy this assumption their definitions may be extended arbitrarily over the whole of R.

t By a function of class C("> is meant one which with all its derivatives of order up to and in-

cluding n, is continuous.

% For an explanation of the notions and well known theorems of the calculus of variations

used in the following pages, the reader is referred to Bolza, Lectures on the Calculus of Variations,

Chicago, 1904.
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and these are equivalent to the single equation

(6) Fjy-Fyij+I\ix'y"-x"y')=Q.

Equation (6) is equivalent to the system

dx dy dT      F,.,-F,„,
(/s=cosr' r?«-8,nr' r/.s= b\        '

where s is the length of arc and T the direction of the tangent on the curve.

In the third equation the arguments of F,,in FXII,, I\, are x, y, cos F, sin T.

The assumptions made on F and the existence theorems * on differential

equations, justify the following statement :

Through every point (x„, ytl) of the region R there passes one and but one

extremal for the integral J in the direction Tu. These curves extend from

boundary to boundary of the region R. Analytically they may be represented

by the equations

CO * =•*(*. as0,y0, r0), y — ¥(s,xB, »/„, r„)'

where <î> and N^ satisfy the initial conditions,

*-*(<>.*.»*. rt), r.-*(0,^,y„r,),

cos7o=<I>4(0,xu,yu,ro), sin7o = ^j(0,x„,y0, TJ.

A similar set of extremals exists for the integral j, which will be denoted by

(8) x=(¿(s,x0,y0,70), y = y¡ris,xll,y0,yl]).

The functions <I> and "9 have all first partial derivatives, and the particular

second derivatives <J>„,, Q,,^, ^,,, ^»iv continuous. This property is true for

any (x0, ya) in R, rg any real value, and s any value defining a point (x, y)

in R. The length of the interval within which s may vary depends of course

upon the choice of the initial values x0, yQ, T0.

Two of the conditions upon the curve C]2i which minimizes the sum of the

integrals Jl2 and jn are easily derived from the usual theory. The arcs C]2

and C23 must minimize J and j with respect to other curves joining the point 1

with the point 2 and 2 with 3 respectively, so that

I. C12 must be a?i extremal for the integral J, i. e., one of the set (7). C.n

must be an extremal for the integral j, i. e., one of the set (8).

II. If Ci2 and C.,3 satisfy condition I, then, according to Legendre, the

functions Fl and f must be positive along Cv, and Cn, in order that there

may be a minimum and not a maximum.

On account of the assumption that the problem is regular the Weierstrass

*See Bliss, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 6 (1905), p. 49.
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E function is never negative. The minimum, if one exists, will therefore be a

strong minimum.

The third condition is a restriction upon the directions of the extremals Cl2

and C23 at their intersection with the curve L.

III. The directions T, y, 6, of the extremals Ci2, Cn and the curve L

respectively, at their intersection point 2(x,,y2), must satisfy the relation

F , (x„, y,, cos r, sin T ) cos 6 -\- F , (x.,, y.,, cos V, sin T ) sin 8

(9) .
= X' (**> ?/2' cos 7» sm 7) cos ^ + ./»' (°V ?A" cos 7> s'n 7) sm 0'

A similar condition has been proved by Bolza * in the problem which corre-

sponds to reflection in the way that the problem here considered corresponds

to refraction. In the case of reflection but one integral J is involved. The

proof in the present case is, however, so similar that it need not be given in

detail. It consists in setting up a family of curves depending upon a parameter

a, the curve C12J being given for the value a = 0. Each of the curves joins 1

and 3 and crosses L once at a point 2'. The sum of the integrals, Jn, +j2-3,

taken along one of these curves, is a function of a, and its derivative must

vanish for a = 0. After an integration by parts, well known in the calculus of

variations, the integrals in the expression for the derivative vanish because C12

and Cn are extremals, and the condition (9) results.

In the problem of the refraction of a light ray at the surface between two

homogeneous media the functions F and f are

l ''    '2    1        7i 1/     '2    ,        Í21 ■■ x  +y Vx  +y

V v

where V and v are the constant velocities of light in the two media.    Equation

(9) becomes
cos(r-0)_cos(7-0)

V = v '
or

sin i       v

sin r      V

where i and r are the angles of incidence and refraction respectively.

§ 2.   The Jacobi condition.

The following proof of the fourth necessary condition is geometrical and does

not cover some cases in which the envelope of the set of extremals used has a

singular point of a special kind.    This objection holds also for the proof in

»Boi.za, loo. cit., p. 151.
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geometrical form given originally by Kneser * for the ordinary problem of the

calculus of variations.     The  method has the advantage,  however, of being

relatively simple, and one who is familiar with the analytical discussion of the

second variation will  readily find  the  more

comprehensive analytical proof.    The proof -«^^    ,,        4^^~~^

will be based upon  the properties of a par- s^ s^5*C~Xy*\ "N\      \

ticular family of curves consisting of a set of If/ f /»      \      I

extremals for J and a set for j.    The exist- /     II

ence of these  sets  is a consequence  of the /     III

statement on page 327. I     I         J   /

Suppose that Cm is a curve joining  the \    \         I            _

points 1 and 3-, intersecting I at the point \ JV-^^\\

2, and satisfying  the conditions   I, II, III /^\\\\ \

of  the  preceding  section.    Let   Cv,,  be  a t              \\\ \   \

neighboring   extremal   to   Ct.,   through   the \ \\ 1

point 1 intersecting the curve L at a point \ \ I I   I

2' (see figure 1).    It will be shown that by \\  I /

equation (9) the direction of Cl2, at 2' defines \||| /

uniquely   another   direction   at   that   point, Uj//

through which a new extremal for the integral W

j may be passed.    The one parameter set of *

extremals for J through the point 1 defines pIO j

in this way another one-parameter set for j

having initial points on the curve I. It is to be proved that the arc C12.)

cannot minimize the sum of the two integrals if it contains a point of contact

with an envelope of this second set.

Consider the extremals

(10)     C12,: x=*(S,x,,yi,r), y=.¥(«,x1,yl,r)

with parameter Y, formed from equations (7) by giving x0, y0 the values of the

coordinates of the point 1. For the present it will be assumed that the point 2

is not conjugate to the point 1, so that the determinant

l<t>     <!>..
A-     *

I*.   *r¡
is different from zero for the values of s and V defining the point 2.

It will be convenient to use the value of u, the parameter of the curve L, at

the point 2' as the parameter of the family instead of T. The change may be

effected by solving the equations

®(s,xl,yl,r) = a(u), ¥(«,»,,#,, r)«6(«)

* Mathematische Annalen, vol. 50 (1^98), p. 27. Compare with his Lehrbruch der

Variationsrechnung (Braunsohweig, 1900), p. 93.
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for s and Y in terms of u and substituting the value of T in the equations (10).

The usual theorems on implicit functions show that s and Y are defined as

functions of u of class C", since by the hypothesis on the extremal Cl2 the above

equations have a set of solutions corresponding to the point 2, and the deter-

minant A is different from zero at 2. After substituting the value of Y, the

equations (10) take the form *

(11) CV       x = <D(s,M),       y-¥(«,«).

In the equation (9) x2, y2, 0 may be expressed by the functions of u which

define the curve L, and Y by the function of u derived from (11) which defines

the directions of the extremals (712, at the points 2'. The equation (9) formed

in this way for the point 2' is then one between u and y which by hypothesis

has one solution corresponding to the point 2. Furthermore the derivative for

7 is easily found with the help of equations (4) to be

/sin (0-7),

which is different from zero at the point 2, unless Cn is tangent to L. There-

fore 7 is defined as a function of u of class C", unless Ca is tangent to L, and

the set of extremals for j with initial points on L is given by the equations

(12) x=<f>is,u),        y = yfr(s,u),

formed by substituting a(«), 6(m), y(u) for xu, y0, y in equations (8).

In case Ca is tangent to L we could reverse the procedure, starting from a

set of extremals for j through 2, and determining a set for J with initial points

on L, by means of equation (9). Therefore, unless both C12 and Cn are tangent

to L at 2, it may be assumed without restriction that C^ is the one not tangent,

and the above development holds. It will be assumed that this singular case

does not occur for the problem under consideration, i. e., that C12 and CM are

not both tangent to L.

The results obtained may be restated in the following theorem :

If Gm is a curve satisfying the conditions I, II, III, then to each extremal

Cl2, of the integral J near Cn there corresponds an extremal of the integral j

which, with Cn,, satisfies the corner condition III at the point 2'. The one-

parameter set of extremals of J through the point 1, defines in this way

another one-parameter set belonging to j with initial points on the curve L.

The equations of the two sets may be put in the forms (11) and (12) with u

as parameter.

Suppose that the extremals ( 12 ) have an envelope D which touches the

extremal C2,t, at the point 4', and the extremal Ga at 4, and suppose that the

direction 2'4' on C2,4, coincides with 4'4 on Bf (see figure 1).

* For oonvenienoe the same symbols * and * are used for the equations in this new form.

fThe envelope D will always bave a branoh 4'4 coinciding in direction with 2'4' unless it

has a cusp of special kind at the point 4.    See p. 332.
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The integral J taken along Cl2,, plus the integral j taken along C2,t, and

Bi>i, apparently depends upon the choice of the extremal Cn,, that is, upon the

parameter u. But in reality this sum is a constant, as may be shown by form-

ing its derivative with respect to u.

The derivative of J..,, is

dJu,
du

d   C2

f-aJ[ *<♦.*.♦'.*')*
d% I2'     r2'

= F-j-\   +       IF® +FV +F ,<£' +F ,V}ds
ffq.  \       '       1       K       x      u    l y      u    ' x u    ' y h i

dit i2'     r-'
= Fdu + F,,<t>it + Fy,yH\   + J[   {(F^F'^ + iF^-F'^VJds,

since <E>u and Wu vanish for s = 0. This follows because all the extremals ( 11 )

pass through the point 1 for s = 0, i. e.,

x, = <ï)(0,W),        2/, = ¥(0,M).

The integral in the above equation vanishes on account of (5) which is satisfied

by the extremals (11). The remainder of the right member may be transformed

by equation (3), so that

dJw     ( ^,ds \ „       / _., ds      _   \ _ I2'
lï=[®'      + <p  )jrl+ [y      +y  )^,¡  .

du      \      du^    " /    •      \      duT    " J    * |

Now the value of s corresponding to the point 2' is the solution of the equations

4>(s, m) = ct(«),        ^P(a, u) = 6(w),
and hence

<13)  ^—fv(».*.♦'.*)£+jv(*.*.*'•*')£

In a similar manner it is found that

(14) da db dX       , rf/i!4'

where X(w), /*(w) are the functions defining x and y for the envelope Z). In

deriving this result it should be remembered that the extremals (12) intersect

L for the parameter value s = 0, a fact expressed by the equations

</> ( 0, «) = a ( m ),        ^t(0,m) = 6(m);
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and furthermore that X and p are defined by the equations

X(m) = </>(»,«), p.(u) = i¡r(s, u),

in which s is the solution of

I*.      *.
8 = = 0

It,       tu
in terms of u.

If the envelope D has not a singular point at 4, the expression (14) may be

put into a more convenient form.    Since

dX ds dp ds
-J- = i/r j- 4- ■*■  ,
du     r,du        •'du       ' du

where s is the solution of 8 — 0, it follows readily that

d\
4>. du

dp
= 0.

Since the extremal is assumed to be free of singular points <£ and ^ cannot

vanish together. Unless D has a singular point at 4 the functions d\/du,

dp/du do not vanish together in the neighborhood of the point 4, and there

exists a function k of constant sign such that

dX
y\rt = K

ap

du

It may be assumed that * > 0, for changing u to — u changes the sign of *.

Substituting these values of <pi and yjrt in the last two terms of (14) and apply-

ing (2) and (3) there results :

<1£>> 3?~ac#.*.♦-.«£
db 2' I4'

-#(♦. +> *'..*') du   +/(X, m, X', /*')

In case the envelope D has a singular point at 4' the above transformation of

equation (14) may not be possible, and the proof given here may fail.

Finally

)du

(16) --/(X,m,X\ ¿or-

The sum of the three expressions (13), (15) and (16) vanishes identically on
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account of equation (9). The theorem corresponding to Kneser's theorem in

the ordinary theory follows at once :

If the envelope D of the extremals C2,4, has not a singular point at its

point of contact with C^, then the value of the sum of the integrals Jl2, taken

along the extremal C12, from the point 1 to the curve L, j2>i, taken along the

extremal C2V from the curve L to the point of contact of Git, with the

envelope D, and j¿t taken along I) from the point of contact with C2,4, to the

point of contact with C2i, always has the same value as the sum of Jl2 and

ju taken along the extremals Cl2 and C2t respectively (see figure 1).

With this theorem in mind it is easy to see that the extremal Cm cannot

minimize <IJ2 4- jx if the point 4 lies on the arc C^ and is not a singular point

of the envelope D. For D cannot be an extremal, since under the assumptions

there exists but one extremal through a given point in a given direction, and

therefore the arc of D between 4' and 4 could be replaced by another curve

giving a smaller value to j. It follows that 1 and 3 could be joined by a curve

through a point 2' of L, giving Jl2, -rj^ a smaller value than

AO^+JiC^+JiD^+JiC.^),

and hence smaller than J(Cl2) -rjÇC^).

The particular cases where 1 and 2, or 2 and 3 are conjugate points on Ci2 or

CK need special discussion. If 2 and 3 are conjugate the point 4 lies between

them. For the determinant S is a solution of Jacobi's differential equation, a

linear homogeneous differential equation of second order, having in this case,

since 2 and 3 are conjugate, a solution which vanishes at 2 and 3. By the

well known Sturm's theorems concerning the separation of the roots of such

solutions, 8 will have a zero between 2 and 3, and CX23 will not minimize the

integral. If 1 and 2 were conjugate in C12, but 2 and 3 not conjugate in C^,

the start should be made with the one-parameter set of extremals through 3

instead of through 1, and the same conclusion would be reached— Cl23 is not a

minimizing curve. In case both 1, 2 and 2, 3 were conjugate pairs, a point 1'

on Cl2 between 1 and 2 could be used as a starting point instead of 1, and it

would follow that the contact point 4 would again be between 2 and 3, since

they are conjugate, and C123 would not minimize J + j.    To summarize:

IV. The extremal arcs Cl2 and C.a, including the end points, can contain

no points conjugate to their initial points 1 and 2, and the envelope of the

extremals C2,t, must not touch the arc C.a between 2 and 3.*

*The proof given above shows that the envelope cannot touch Ca, even at the point 3, unless

there is a singular point at 3. On the other hand the proof fails in case the envelope touches

between 2 and 3 and has a singular point. The condition in this case may, however, be derived

analytically by consideration of the second variation.
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§ 3.  The sufficient conditions.

Suppose a curve Cva exists which crosses L but once (at 2) without having

both arcs C12 and Cn tangent to L, and satisfies the conditions I, II, III, of the

preceding sections besides the condition

IV . The extremal arcs Cl2 and C_, including the end points, contain no

points conjugate to their initial points 1 and 2, and the envelope of the ex-

tremals C.y4, does not touch the arc C23 between 2 and 3 OR AT 3.

It will be proved by means of Hilbert's invariant integral that the curve

Cl23 minimizes the sum of the integrals J -\- j.

As has been shown above, the set of extremals C12, through 1 determines a

set C2,t, for the integral j which, with CX2,, satisfy the corner condition III.

Since by condition IV the determinants A and 8 for these two sets are different

from zero between 1 and 2 and at 2, and between 2 and 3 and at 3 respectively,

it follows that the extremals

(17) as= *{*,»),        y-¥(*,tt),

for the integral J, and the extremals

(18) x=o5(s,w),        y = i/r(«,M),

for the integral _;", form two fields, B and b, about the arcs C12 and C23 respec-

tively.    In B and 6 the derivatives <!>', "9'; <f>', yfr', which determine the direc-

tions of the extremals, are functions of x and y.

Now the integral

J* = /{Fs,ix, y, 4>', ¥>' 4- Ft,(xt y, 4>', V')y'} dt,

where 4>', W are these functions of x and y, taken along any path

x = x{t), y = yit),

which lies in the field B, is independent of the path and depends only on the

end points.* Furthermore it follows from the homogeneity of F that J* taken

along an extremal is equal to J.    Similarly the integral

j* = J' {fAx^y^''> f')x' +fy>(x,y, V■> ^')y'}dt

is independent of the path in b and reduces to j when the path is an extremal

for the integral^'.

Consider any curve C,

C: x = x(t), y = yit),

*Bolza, loc. oit., p. 195.
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which crosses L once at the point 6, lies entirely in the two fields B and 6, and

joins two points in B and o respectively. The sum J*iCi6) -\-j*(Cil) is

independent of the path and depends only on the end points 5 and 7. In fact,

let C be any other curve joining 5 and 7, and crossing L at 6' (see figure 2) ;

Fía. 2. Fig. 3.

then, since the integrals J* and j* are invariant in the fields B and b respec-

tively,

J*(C«) + J*{Li.i) = J*iC„),

_    t J*(^)+j*iCi,7)=j*iCe7).
Therefore,

J9(C«)+Jm(C«)- \_J*{Cx)+j*{C61)] = -J*{L6t¡i)-j*{Lm,)

-J*(L„)-j*{L„),

since the integrand of J* changes sign when the direction of integration is

reversed.    Hence

" jf{ FA°' h' *'* ̂ ')S + FAa' 6' *'• *')<

-fx,(a, b, oV, +')£-&(<*, 6, <f>', *')^du.

db
]du
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Since the extremals (17), (18) satisfy equation (9), the integrand of the right

member is identically zero and J* +j* is independent of the path. Further-

more, if the curve CM7 coincides with an extremal for J from 5 to 6, and with

an extremal iov j from 6 to 7, then

^*(C*)+¿*(CW)W(C«)+¿(CW)-

Let (7 (figure 3) be any curve joining the points 1 and 2, lying entirely in the

two fields B and b, and crossing L at 2', and let G be the curve satisfying con-

ditions I, II, III, IV.    Then

^(^)+/(Crt,)-«T(C1I)+/(C„)

-J{Ca)+j(G„).

Therefore, by substituting this value of ./( Cn) +j{Gn),

JiC^)+JiC,3)-{JiCi2)+JiCn)^=JiC,¿)-J\Ctí)+JiC2,3)-j'iC,3)

J   Edt 4- j   edt,

where E and e are the Weierstrass E functions for the fields B and 6 respec-

tively. But as was stated in § 1 the E functions are nowhere negative, and they

vanish only when the direction of C at any point coincides with the direction of

the extremal at that point.    Therefore

S(C,y)+JiC2,3)>JiCl2)+JiCa),

and the curve Cvl3 minimizes the sum of the integrals. The result may be

stated in the following theorem :

A curve Ct23 which joins the fixed points 1, 3, and crosses the curve L once

at the point 2 without having both branches tangent to h at 2, minimizes the

sum of the integrals Jandj if it satisfies the conditions I, II, III, IV.

The above discussion may be readily extended to cover the case of any num-

ber of curves of discontinuity for the integrand of the calculus of variations

problem, i. e., in the case of light, to any number of refracting surfaces. The

methods used above apply also with but slight modifications to the problem of

the calculus of variations corresponding to the reflection of light.


